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Peace and Love
Vasco (aka RaginRamen)

Welcome, Everyone!

It is the start of a new year, and with that new year comes a fresh start to The DIG.

Wow, I thought January would ease me back in, but I found myself surprised by the
amount of amazing IndieGames being released and announced. You IndieDevs are
not pulling any punches and next months magazine is looking spectacular already.

One baby step at a time now, let’s talk about this month first. I have had the chance
to play some titles that I have been patiently anticipating for a long time. IndieGames
like

“The Sword of the Necromancer” - A love story that transcends morals, and the
barrier of life and death.

“TOHU” - An experience to make you feel like a kid reading their first book and
loving it.

As well as these two, there were many titles I was unaware of and surprised me with
their capabilities. “Skul: The Hero Slayer” and “Curious Expedition 2”, both left
Early Access and showed huge progress from when they first released.

===================================================================

There are so many more to talk about, but I’ll let you leaf through the magazine. I am
probably going to have a long rest after today before getting started on the next
issue.

Keep an eye out for my February Issue for more great titles, due to be released
March 17th.

EDITOR’S NOTE
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6-9 TOHU
Weird, wonderful, whimsical, world to make
you wide-eyed and warm inside

18-21 Sword of the Necromancer
Bathe in the dark powers of Necromancy
and bring your loved one back to life. Careful
you don’t let it overwhelm you.

28-31 Curious Expedition 2
Whiskey and Chocolate packed?
Don’t forget the toad! Good. Let’s set sail!

FEATURES

14Down InBermuda
16-17 Phoenotopia
22-23Skul: TheHeroSlayer
24 Encodya
25Cyber-Shadow
32Disjunction
33Olĳa

HIGHLIGHTS Pg10

Included IndieGames are; Watch Me
Stream My Mental Breakdown, Ocean’s
Heart, Dungeon and Puzzles, and Jet
Kave Adventures
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Developer: Fireart Games Publisher: The Irregular Corporation
On:Windows, Mac, PS4, XB1, SWITCH From: Steam, GoG, Humble

Weird, wonderful, whimsical, world to make you wide-eyed
and warm inside

If there is any game to put a smile on your face
and make you feel warm inside, it is TOHU.
From the gorgeous art style to the phenomenal
soundtrack, you will not be disappointed

Splendid, Short and Sweet
I love absolutely everything about TOHU, get ready to read
an entire review of me gushing over it. I lie, there is one
complaint I have- It was too short. I finished the story in one
sitting, taking just under 4hrs, although I’ve seen some
people take as little as 2hrs.

Our protagonist is simply named 'The Girl'. Tasked to fix

the Sacred Engine and save the Fish Planets from...
Destruction? It’s not explicitly explained what happens if all
goes wrong, but it is bad, you can be confident of that.
So you go round the different Fish Planets, collecting
totems to finish your quest and defeat the dark-robed
villain.

The story is a little bit nonsensical, and that fits with all the
characters you meet along the way. Every one of them is
memorable in design and in the strange tasks they have
you do. Oh, how I wish there were more to explore and see.
I wanted to live in this world a while longer, but all good
things come to an end, right? I guess they call it short and
sweet for a reason- not long and sweet.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1075200/TOHU/
https://www.gog.com/game/tohu
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/tohu
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Positively Pretty Puzzles
Labelled as a poin’n’click game, and yes, there is pointing
and clicking, but I feel this is more at home as a Puzzle
Adventure. You won’t find the usual mechanics of
combining items or the protagonist giving a witty quip of
dialogue to describe something. In TOHU, if you can’t
interact with something, she gives an adorable shrug and
“hmm”, then playfully skips away to the next item you click
on.
Everything about the gameplay is very playful and fun. As
well as the puzzles, there are cute creatures you can click
on that squeak and then drawn into a notebook. It makes
you feel like a kid again. Also, if you stay idle too long,
a portable console is pulled out, and ‘The Girl’
entertains herself.

Let’s talk about the puzzles, I’ve been here
singing praise for everything and have not
mentioned the one thing- gameplay.
The puzzles range from very easy to some
real headscratchers. There is also a
variety in the types of puzzles, showing
off the developers creativity. You may be
piecing a mirror together one moment,
and then playing whack-a-mole at
another moment.
Occasionally, a puzzle would leave me
stumped, but if you pull out that portable
console she plays with, you’ll find that you
can unlock hints. These hints are hidden
behind- yet another puzzle. It’s an easy one,
don’t worry. Once you have unlocked your hints,
they are presented to you in picture form, never
truly giving you the complete answer. I love this.
Rather than giving it away like so many other games,
they turned the hint system into a little puzzle of its own to
solve.

Colourful Charming Cute Chorus
I have barely left any room to talk about how much I love
the art and music. But do I need to say much? Look at the
artwork. I have it decorated throughout this magazine, on
the cover and in this article. A picture speaks a thousand
words, my friend, and all of those words are shouting
how wonderfully, beautiful this is.

I only wish I could also douse your ears with the
soundtrack. Composed by Christopher Larkin, best known
for Hollow Knight. Commented on several videos and
posts, I have seen people express their unwavering desire
to buy TOHU because of Larkins talent alone.

You know what, here is a link to the soundtrack, thank me
later.

OST Album on Youtube

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLYnSM_n8EAqx1Ifqt3osS1UppclkNuc4u
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Replay Value
Hmmm, a hard one. There is nothing new to be seen or
experienced by playing it again. However, it is such a
wonderful experience, I wouldn’t hesitate to do so in the
future.

Final Thoughts
Undoubtedly, a must-play. With a warning on how short the
game is. Running at 2-4hrs for a full playthrough, it may
turn some away. But if you do turn away, you will bemissing
out on what feels like a warm hug by the fire on a cold winter
day. In other words, this is the experience you need.
I thoroughly enjoyed the puzzles that, both the easy and
hard ones. The art and music were an absolute delight to
behold and admire. The story was silly, but charming and
lovely all the same.

I cannot recommend this game enough, I am still smiling,
whilst thinking about it.

RATING
Make a hot chocolate with
marshmellows, whipped

cream, sprinkles, and sit by
the cosy fire. Thats TOHU
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Links: Steam

Links: Steam, GoG, Epic, HumbleStore

NEW
RELEASES

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1436590/Phoenotopia_Awakening/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1107300/Down_in_Bermuda/
https://www.gog.com/game/down_in_bermuda
https://www.epicgames.com/store/en-US/product/down-in-bermuda/home
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/down-in-bermuda
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Links: Steam, GoG

Links: Steam, GoG, HumbleStore

...All the marks of a legendary
adventure!

- Phoenotopia Awakening

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1137450/ENCODYA/
https://www.gog.com/game/encodya
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1147560/Skul_The_Hero_Slayer/
https://www.gog.com/wishlist/games/skul_the_hero_slayer
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/skul-the-hero-slayer
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Links: Steam, GoG, HumbleStore

NEW
RELEASES

Nobody needs to die... Unless
you decide they must.

- Disjunction

https://store.steampowered.com/app/861250/Cyber_Shadow/
https://www.gog.com/game/cyber_shadow
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/cyber-shadow
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Links: Steam, HumbleStore

Links: Steam, GoG, HumbleStore

Navigate the dangers using a
harpoon of legend, in an
adventure full of fast-paced
action.

- Olĳa

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1297330/Olija/
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/olija
https://store.steampowered.com/app/979310/Disjunction/
https://www.gog.com/game/disjunction
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/disjunction
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I have never seen a cuter and more wholesome
portrayal of the Bermuda theory. Usually, it's horrific,
but here is an IndieGame with talking tortoises and fun
puzzles.
Why WOULD you want to leave this paradise?

I do wonder why it took so long for our stranded aviator to
leave Bermuda? Decades he has been there. Maybe it’s a
nice place to stay, get away from the world, and he lost
track of time. Or it could be the friendly characters you
meet, talking tortoises, a friendly duck and an AI who
strives to have a good view in the morning.

Who remembers pop-up books from their childhood? You
opened them for the first time, and a building jumps out
with characters with little handles that you push and pull.
Every child's mind was metaphorically blown at the first
turn of the page.

Down In Bermuda’ reminds me of those books. Equal parts
puzzle adventure and missing item game. You will hunt
through the level looking for buttons and levers to interact
with and then watch with glee as things start moving
around.

I had so much fun playing through all the levels. None are
particularly hard and can probably be solved by a younger
audience too. Every island I visited was beautiful and
complimented the music. Never a dull moment and had a
great time to the very end.

Developer: Yak&Co Publisher: Yak&Col On:Windows, Mac From: Steam, GoG, Epic, HumbleStore

DOWN IN BERMUDA
*Points excitedly* What does that do!?

Every puzzle bringing out
the child-like curiosity in
all of us.

OUT February 19th ON PC and Mac

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1240210/There_Is_No_Game__Wrong_Dimension/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1107300/Down_in_Bermuda/
https://www.gog.com/game/down_in_bermuda
https://www.epicgames.com/store/en-US/product/down-in-bermuda/home
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/down-in-bermuda
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1240210/There_Is_No_Game__Wrong_Dimension/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1240210/There_Is_No_Game__Wrong_Dimension/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1154810/Going_Under/
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OUT February 19th ON PC and Mac

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1154810/Going_Under/
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When Phoenotopia first came into this world, it was a
legendary flash game on Newgrounds (remember
those?). It then redesigned itself into a beautiful game
with double the content and released on SWITCH. With
the Steam release, it has taken all those years of
developement and made a truly delightful experience
that everyone can enjoy.
I am 16hrs into the game, considering that the story is
25hrs long and a completionist playthrough is
upwards of 50+, I've still got a bit of a journey to go.

You will find yourself recognising many adventure tropes.
A young hero set out into the open world, on a journey that
has consequences on worldly events. It all started when a
starship came and rudely abducted all the adults, and so
recruiting the help of others, you plan to get them back.

The stakes are still relatively small for me, but I am sure to
learn the “fate of the world” stakes any moment now... If
only I took a break from exploring and collecting
moonstones. Unfortunately, I get distracted way too easy
by new landscapes and recurring characters like The
Travelling Melodies.

Developer: Cape Cosmic Publisher: Cape Cosmic On:Windows, SWITCH From: Steam

PHOENOTOPIA AWAKENING
Lets get our parents back!... But first some exploring.

First Impressions

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1436590/Phoenotopia_Awakening/
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It is a vast world with lots to explore, in true Metroidvania
fashion. Any that adore the genre will find a happy home
here. Even within the first hour, I spotted cracked rocks
and corridors hidden in darkness. I smirked, “Yes, I will be
returning to learn your secrets”.

When you’re not exploring for secrets and lore, you will be
fighting for your life in the challenging but rewarding
combat. Button mashing the attack button will get you
nowhere, you will need to study your enemies patterns and
fight smart. Yet another excellent reason to love this game.

There are; underground bandits who live with armadillo-
like sand monsters, huge towns filled with beautiful
windmills, hi-tech laboratories with robots and secret
underground ruins of a lost city reminiscent of our modern
day. With so much to discover and humorous dialogue with
characters you meet, you won't get bored. Each new
location looked different from the last, with great effort in
adding narrative details to show off different cultures and
lands. The music assisted in the atmosphere at every
opportunity, boasting an album of 60 gorgeous tracks.

Within the small amount of
time I have played, I have
seen and done so much.

Expect a full review on my
website once I’ve completed
the game.
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Developer: Grimoria of Games Publisher: JanduSoft
On:Windows, Linux, PS4, PS5, XB1, XSX, SWITCH From: Steam, GoG

Bathe in the darkness, it is for the greater good, right?

How far would you go to bring back to life, your
one true love? Would you embrace the dark side
and raise a monster army to fight by your side?
Risk bringing back the Necromancer, to be
together again with her? It didn’t work for
Anakin, but maybe you’ll have better luck.

No One Walks So Long In The Dark,
That They Cannot Come Back
The story starts right away, with the knowledge of Koko’s
death. Rather than leading up to it as a climax, the plot
reveals itself through flashbacks between dungeons.
Despite knowing it was coming, it still had emotional
resonance when we learn how the tragedy occurred.

I enjoyed getting to know the characters. Tama, a thief who
is tired of a bandits life, is tasked with protecting Tama, a

naive priestess. Honestly, it is cliché and predictable, the
character archetypes and that they fall in love during their
journey. What kept me interested was the endearing
chemistry between the two and the dialogue that had me
caring for the characters.

You learn a little about the world you inhabit, as they
discuss realm politics and the dominant faith. Through this,
you learn of the Necromancer, why they are immoral and
the consequences of your foreshadowed actions. I would
have loved to learn more about the world, but the game
takes place all within the dungeons, almost like a snapshot
of a much grander adventure we could have had.

I hope that the developers may one day return to this world,
either in another game or possibly in fiction.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1243890/Sword_of_the_Necromancer/
https://www.gog.com/game/sword_of_the_necromancer
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Turn Foes Into Friends
I think we all came for the Necromancy and stayed for the
romance, right? Certainly the reason for me.

Each monster is very different. There are ranged, magical,
tanky and support. You are almost creating a party of
adventurers to take along into battle. With each type, you
inevitably begin thinking of strategies. From the start, I saw
how effective the fast Fleyes were against slow Dollahans,
then learned how quick Fleyes die due to their low health.
This constant rethinking of who to accompany me, kept me
trying out different combinations.

There are, however, a couple of issues I wanted to bring
up and hope they get fixed over time. One concern has

already seen some improvement. Four
slots are provided to you to assign

equipment to, one of which is
occupied by the
Necromancer Sword,
so really you have
three available slots.

What's worse is that you share this with accessories,
equipment and other weapons. Limiting you to making a
choice, either go full-on Necromancer army or favour
weapons and items. Personally, the latter makes the whole

premise redundant. So, as you would have guessed, I
went full-on Necromancer and ignored all chests, because
what was the point. They have introduced a backpack to
help alleviate this, and it does help, but I am still favouring
monsters to occupy those slots.
My second issue is the AI, in particular, that of your
summoned monsters. Several times, they can get stuck in
a location or have poor pathfinding. Instead, they choose
to roam around aimlessly. I have read that the developers'
intentions were for the player to not rely on monsters for
combat (which is what I would absolutely love in a game),
and they created them as a mechanic to assist in a fight.
My suggestion would be to give them a cooldown. Make
your intentions clearer, instead of forcing me to go hunting
for them like a worried parent.
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That Was Not What I Expected
The opening cinematic was spectacular, and I am sure it
blew most people away. The music, the action, the
monster designs, just wow. I never expected the gameplay
to look that good, but I was disappointed upon playing. For
the most part, monster designs were good but cliché. We
have the flying eye, lots of skeletons, slimes and trolls. It
brought nothing new. As for the environments, every
dungeon was the same but with a different colour.
The scene cuts between dungeons are beautifully drawn,
and probably my favourite part.
The art while playing is good, well-drawn and animated,
but there is no life. Besides journal entries, you learn very
little. The developers have missed out on an opportunity to
weave lore and richness into the environment.

Replay Value
For the moment there is no reason to go for another run
through the game. As mentioned before, dungeons
generally look the same, and there isn’t much else to the
game once you have met all the enemies. A cool feature
for replayability would be to evolve monsters as they rank
up, or adding NPCs that you meet. For the moment, the
dungeons are pretty empty.

Final Thoughts
I really wanted to love this game. It was my most
anticipated for the month, and I looked forward to diving in,
dealing chaos with my monster army. Alas, it was not
meant to be. My expectations, and the developer
expectations, for a Necromancy filled game, were not
aligned.
There is still a lot of fun to be had, despite my concerns.
For a time, summoning monsters to do my bidding had
me jumping with excitement... until the AI decided to
misbehave. My biggest complaint would have to be with
padding. The last thing you want to do in a game after
making it through to what you think is the end is to
do it all over again.

What I did love are the story and
characters. Koko and Tama are
adorable once you get to know
them and It made me very happy
to watch their relationship grow
over time in the flashbacks.

RAMEN VERDICT
It’s not you, it’s me, we were
just after different things. I
wanted to revel in the dark
side, and you wanted just a
taste of it.

FULL DISCLOSURE: Sword of the
Necromancer has been provided free
by the publisher for the purpose of this
review. This has in no way impacted my
opinion and ratings.

Cover Art for the Soundtrack Album
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There I was, minding my own business when the
humans came and killed all my friends and kidnapped
the Demon King... How dare they!

Rogue-likes, and any game focused on action, will live or
die on how well the controls feel. Thankfully, the
developers have done an outstanding job building up from
Early Access to now and delivering on that.

The highlight and main attraction for most will be the ability
to change skulls. Each skull comes with a new wardrobe
change, attack animations, and a couple of skills to play
around with. I am not sure how many skulls there are to
find, but as I have counted 48 so far, I am more than
impressed by the creativity and variety.

Developer: SouthPAW Games Publisher: NEOWIZ On:Windows, Mac From:Steam, GoG, HumbleStore

SKUL: THE HERO SLAYER
Get Your Head On Straight. No! The Other One!

Everyone will have their
favourite skull to use
and are all so uniquely

different. You will get excited
with every new one you
discover.

1.0 Launch

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1147560/Skul_The_Hero_Slayer/
https://www.gog.com/wishlist/games/skul_the_hero_slayer
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/skul-the-hero-slayer
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You will be dying a lot, as is to be expected from a rogue-
like. However, every run is infinitely fun and gives you that
“just one more” feeling. Many times I found myself quitting
the game in frustration after dying, only to be loading back
up a minute later, repeating the mantra
“You can do it this time,
you can do it!”

The combat is so
satisfying, you will
inevitably return
again and again. The
destruction and
mayhem that plays
out before your
eyes, the building
excitement when you
find a legendary skull, and
that feeling of accomplishment
when finally defeating a boss.

Unlike other rogue-likes, the boss stages are not varied

and randomly rotated, this means you will be facing off
against the giant angry tree many, many times. Another
difference is a stronger presence of narrative, which could
be the reason for how the bosses are staged, to enforce

that narrative.
As I mentioned at the beginning, the Demon

King has been kidnapped, and with
the land turned upside down, it
falls on you to rescue him.
There are scene-cuts
scattered between
stages that reveal
pieces of a story.
Skul, the titular
character, wasn’t
always a skeleton,
and we learn more

about his past and his
relationship with the king

as we progress.

Get it now for the daily recommended calcium.
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Watching the trailer, we all thought the same thing,
“Wow, look how beautiful this game looks”. It is
indeed beautiful, and it plays with our love for Ghibli
aesthetics. I enjoyed my playthrough, the story was
intriguing, the world-building had a lot of potentials,
but it all could have been more.

Let’s start with the story. You are a 9-year-old orphan girl
with her nanny bot SAM-53, living on the streets, getting by
however you can. In this world, the government started a
plan that with every child born, a family was gifted a nanny
robot to look after them. I’m not sure how this was
affordable or why to start such an initiative, but it was
interesting, so I didn’t question it. The story is a light-
hearted one.
Moving on, we are introduced to the villain of the story,
Mayor Rumpf. He is a short-tempered little man who is
trying to find you and SAM-53. Without spoiling too much,
I felt he was not a necessary character, that the story

would have been stronger with the focus on the true villain-
humanities dependency on technology.

Of course, I absolutely adored the art and the cityscapes.
There is a lot of world-building through dialogue and
exploring, but it all felt like a window into a world I wanted
to explore more. I hope they do continue stories within this
world.
I had a lot of fun, as long as you don't take the story too
seriously, I recommend it. Looking forward to more from
this studio and hopefully more from the Encodya world.

Developer: Chaosmonger Studio Publisher: Assemble Entertainment On:Windows, Mac From: Steam, GoG

ENCODYA
Here, there and back again. With style.

The characters you meet have
well-written dialogue that built
up the world-building, making

me wish there was more to learn and
explore.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1137450/ENCODYA/
https://www.gog.com/game/encodya
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Small disclaimer, I did not finish the game, my skill
level at these are embarrassingly low, so I watched
more skilled players than me finish it. This, however,
did not take away from the enormous fun I had, there
are only so many buckets of sweat I can fill... Moving
on!

At first glance you may make comparisons to Ninja
Gaiden, it is one made by many, but that is only the tip of
the katana.

The one-man developer has cited Shadow of the Ninja as
a source of inspiration, also Ninja Gaiden.
Cyber-Shadow is a very fast-paced game, one that will get
speedrunners salivating. This is also where it is more like
Shadow of the Ninja than it is Ninja Gaiden. Tense, action-
packed bursts, are broken up by moments where precision
platforming and speed are needed.

Combat begins simple, with only one attack button until
you come across some upgrades. A sigh of relief, as now
you can dominate. However, these only stay with you until
you are hit three times.

It is a punishing game to play indeed, but one that
encourages you to read the enemy’s actions and become
a better-skilled player.

In true NES fashion, there are some mechanics both loved
and hated, purposefully kept in. A notorious one is a
knockback effect from getting hit, the source of many
childhood nightmares. It is one of those well known love-
hate relationships that I am happy they have added in.
The game is progressed through a series of well-designed
stages. Here is the first use of a modern mechanic, the
addition of checkpoints, giving the player unlimited lives.

And need I say more about the gorgeous art and music?
You can see for yourself, it is not only faithful but also
makes efficient use of the limited colour palette and
chiptunes that will stand the test of time.
Seriously, do you have this in vinyl?

Developer: Mechanical Head Games Publisher: Yacht Club Games

On:Windows, PS4, PS5, XB1, SWITCH From: Steam, GoG, HumbleStore

CYBER-SHADOW
8-Bit Will Never Die. Cue The Synths!

In true ninja style, you will
need to be on your toes.
Reaction and timing will be

the difference between life and death.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/861250/Cyber_Shadow/
https://www.gog.com/game/cyber_shadow
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/cyber-shadow
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OUT NOW on Early Access
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FULL RELEASE February 17th ON PC, Mac, PS4 and XB1
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Developer: Maschinen-Mensch Publisher: Thunderful Publishing On:Windows, PS4, XB1, SWITCH From: Steam

Whiskey and Chocolate packed? Good. Let’s set sail!

Following the popularity of the first instalment
will be hard. Already there are people put off by
the art style, while others (like me) find it
gorgeous. I think it’s time we start our
expedition and find out for ourselves.

Natives Warned Me Of The Many
Dangers... I Should’ve Listened
More and more rogue-likes are starting to adopt a richer
narrative with recurring characters and lore for the world
you are within. No longer are you taking off into endless
runs, mindlessly causing destruction. Now you can find out
what you are destroying and feel bad about it.

The story goes, that mysterious islands have begun to
appear and vanish from the oceans as if by magic. Great
Explorer Clubs will sponsor you, as, you set sail to find out
why and steal treasure too if you so wish.
While traversing dangerous lands, you will have you meet
superstitious tribes, indigenous lizard people, giant

scorpions and colourful dinosaurs. Of course, there are
many more strange and wonderful surprises, but I’ll leave
that for you to discover... You are a real explorer, right?

The late 1800s world you get acquainted with is an
alternate earth, not much different to ours. Explorers are
celebrities of the world, and the best will pledge their
support to three diverse clubs. There are; The Royal
Avalon Society, The Taishi Academy and Lux Labs. Each
of them offering different perks, and as you increase your
reputation with them, you get access to better items and
companions.

Speaking of companions, you will go through many of
them. It is a rogue-like after all, so expect many to die. The
ones that stick it out and get more powerful, you may get
attached to. They have individual personality traits and
random events to flesh them out, but no one ever means
more to me than the animals. Mr Jenkins, the tortoise, my
treasure-finding corgi, and the beautiful feathered raptor.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1040230/Curious_Expedition_2/
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Put Your Sanity To The
Test!
Every excursion into the wilderness, you
will face dangers and riches. Survival is
your top priority. You could choose to
loot every Temple you come across
and kill all the wildlife, but
consequences are dire. Natives will
be angered, and quite rightly.
Other games may rely on status bars
for thirst and hunger to get your
mind in survival mode, but Curious
Expedition 2 has done away with all
that. Traversing the jungle, inter-
party arguments and near-death
experiences will mess with your
sanity instead.

Several items can improve your
sanity, the obvious one being food.
However, the best items for your
sanity are alcohol, drugs and
music (hey, I didn't make the
rules). Of course, it isn’t that
simple. They may give the
greatest boost to your
sanity, but they come
with dangers. Many a
time, I found myself at
the edge of sanity, a

bottle of whiskey on hand, only to discover I got blackout
drunk and woke up somewhere else on the map.
Companions can also gain addictions that will bite you in
the butt later on. Your job is to balance this and find what
works best for you, and what risks are worth taking when
your back is against the proverbial wall.

The gameplay loop is; gather companions, choose a
sponsor, buy equipment with your budget, explore the
island, return home safely. Amongst those many events,
there is so much that can happen. Every choice affects
your relationship with your companions, the natives and
your very survival.

Several people have mentioned that the last instalment
had much more content on offer. In a way, yes, the last
instalment had more events, companions and a
passionate modding community. The developers have
said, despite being the 1.0 release there is more content
coming. I expect more content and modding support, just
as before.
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New Pulp Adventure Art Style!
Probably one of the most controversial differences
between this and its predecessor is the art style. I love it,
but there seem to be mixed opinions with some outright
disliking the game because of it.
If I were to pinpoint its inspiration, I would guess old
Belgian comics like Tintin? These were the bedrock for
many adventure stories in Europe, and also my childhood.
The strong outline to detailed illustrations and bold colours
fit perfectly with the idea of exploration, because of what I
have associated it as.
Environments are beautiful, as well as the artwork for
events during your travels. Every detail adds to the world
and lore, although I wish there were some written lore for
me to read too. Who are Lux Labs? Do they really have

such amazing inventions? And does Taishi Academy know
the magical arts?

As for the music, I never tired of it, but it didn’t wow or
impress me. Possibly, it was drawn back to give the art and
story events a centre stage. However, if Indiana Jones
taught me anything, a good adventure needs good
accompanying music.

Replay Value
Rogue-likes are sold on the
promise of replay value, so if you
are In the business of making one,
you better have a lot of it.
Thankfully, Curious Expedition 2 will
have you starting new campaigns to try
out different strategies and challenges.
Want to be a pacifist this time? Or maybe
only have animal companions? You
decide.

Final Thoughts
I am very happy with the game. The
gameplay loop, the beautiful art, the
countless possibilities for campaigns.
Furthermore, once modding support
arrives (I hope it does), the world of
Curious Expeditions 2 will only get bigger.
A game like this can go very far with the
communities help.
I look forward to what more the developers
will bring to the title, they have said the
journey is not over, and I trust them.

Heres to more adventures to
come!

RAMEN VERDICT
I will trade you 12 whiskeys,
10 chocolates, a couple of
marbles, aaaaand this toad
you can lick.
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Corrupted cities, noir detectives and cyberpunk go
together like noodles in a delicious broth. Just
because we’ve all seen it before, doesn’t mean we
won't enjoy it. Disjunction left me thoroughly satisfied
and happy.

You’ve all heard the story and theme before. Shady
government is hiding something and you go on a mission
to uncover the truth, for the good of the people. There are
boxes of information that popped up when hovering over
certain keywords, these added the depth that the main
story needed.

The gameplay is sold on the stealth mechanics and I
enjoyed these. Each skill costs you energy bars to use,
they were well balanced enough that I didn’t feel like
hoarding them for a special occasion, neither did I feel like
I could spam them everywhere I went.

There are three characters you play as, as the plot
progresses. Each very different in personality and skill.
You have the hardboiled detective, the cyber-enhanced
muscle and the invisible hacker.

A lot of the game feels strategic. Using your skills smartly
will be to your advantage. Checkpoints also need to be
taken into account as you can only use each one once.
Of course, you do have the option to go in all guns blazing,
but this will make things harder and you will be called out
on it during dialogue options.
Let's get stealthy!

Developer: Ape Tribe Games Publisher: Sold Out
On:Windows, Mac, PS4, XB1, SWITCH From: Steam, GoG, HumbleStore

DISJUNCTION
A Solid game that doesn’t hide under a cardboard box

What stood out for me,
is the rich lore and
background behind
events and characters.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/979310/Disjunction/
https://www.gog.com/game/disjunction
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/disjunction
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Everything about Olĳa is efficient, using the absolute
minimum in art, sound, and narrative. It creates a vivid
experience full of unease, intrigue and exciting battles.

The land is starving for lack of food, so Lord Faraday sets
out on a fishing trip with his crew. A great storm erupts and
a bad day becomes a worst one. Now shipwrecked, his
crew scattered throughout the islands of Terraphage, Lord
Faraday seeks to free them and escape this cursed land.

Nothing is explained to you by the game or the characters
youmeet. Yet you can piece together all the clues and small
details to present you a rich tapestry of lore. The sound and
art do an excellent job of introducing you to a land that feels
empty. I’ve already mentioned the minimal art, and you can
see it here, so let me praise the sound design for you.
There are large swathes of the game that are devoid of
music, making you feel uncomfortable.

Creakingwoodand the coldwind are your only companions.
When music does come, it is a curious mixture of European
flamenco and traditional Asian instruments. It’s haunting,
beautiful and stands out after long periods of silence.

My favourite part of the experience has to be the combat,
without question. It is simple, fast-paced and extremely
satisfying. Boss battles were excellent moments that
showcased how epic it can get, makingme feel like a skilled
warrior who knewwhat hewas doing, zipping back and forth
with attacks that had force behind them.

Developer: Skeleton Crew Studio Publisher: Devolver Digital

On:Windows, PS4, XB1, SWITCH From: Steam, HumbleStore

OLĲA
Aminimal world that speaks great volume

The playtime will take
you roughly 4-6hours,
and in that short time, a

surprising amount of events
take place.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1297330/Olija/
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/olija
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Ancient Mysteries and
Dangers Across The Isles
A Zelda inspired adventure with its own
little twists and flavour. Take monster-
hunting contracts while you search for

your missing father. The archipelago is full of NPCs to
meet, dungeons to run through, and a flooded kingdom
to satisfy your exploration needs.
All in beautiful bright pixel art!

2

Streaming Is Not As Easy As
It Looks
Your parents are disappointed, and your
friends are telling you to get a real job, but
will you let that stop you? No!

You love games, and you love people. Get your stream deck
ready and come online. The humour is fantastic and
relatable, the gameplay is simple but fun, and most
importantly, it outlines the real danger of mental health for
a lot of streamers. Stay safe out there, everyone!

1

Watch Me Stream My
Mental Breakdown

Every month is
filled with
incredible work
from IndieDevs
across the
globe. I,
unfortunately,
do not have
time to play all
of them and a
few falls
through the
cracks. I see
great potential
in these and
implore you to
check them out
for yourselves.
Discover gems
of your own and
let me know if I
missed any that
you believe
should have
been included.

ALSO OUT
THIS MONTH

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1314460/Wick/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1229420/Company_of_Crime/
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J e t p a c k s ,
The Essential
Tool Of Every
Caveman

Kave, kicked out of his own
tribe, happens upon a Jetpack.
What else to do but go on a jet
fuelled adventure through the
prehistoric world.
Encounter big sabre-tooths,
your old tribe members, a
variety of enemies while you
explore beautiful environments.
It’s a real journey through time.
Meanwhile, an alien just trying
to get home may carelessly
start a series of apocalyptic
events.
Only you can stop him!

4
Jet Kave Adventures

It Is Only Logical That
You Play This Right Now!
I may have an unhealthy love-hate
relationship with Sokoban games.
There is the incredible feeling you get
of accomplishment and feeling smart

when playing, coupled with the frustration of “How in
the nine hells do I solve this?”
There are new elements that make this stand out,
such as different items and enemies. All making it
creative and all the more challenging.

3

Dungeon and Puzzles

Ocean’s Heart

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1125330/Griefhelm/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1125330/Griefhelm/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1249110/Skully/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1314460/Wick/
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on the

NEXT ISSUE
mymost anticipated

... we will be returning with more
cool Indie Games that I am looking
forward to trying out once they are
released.

Mutropolis - Go in search of a
legendary lost city, unleash ancient
evil... Classic

NUTS - The secret of Melmoth Forest
is yours to solve. There is something
strange about those squirrels

Shattered: Tale of the Forgotten King
- The king has disappeared and the
world you know gone with him. As a
wanderer, piece together the
fragments of reality.
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Grab a bowl full of IndieGames and
...DIG IN!!
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